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MSCHF MAG SCORED AN EXCLUSIVE

INTERVIEW WITH BANKSY, ONE PSEUDONYMOUS
ARTIST TO ANOTHER.

ANDRE IGUODALA, NOAM CHOMSKY,

REBECCA BLACK, AND MYSPACE MIKE REFLECT
ON THE GAME OF GOLF.
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IN THE YEAR 2024
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WHAT IF YOU COULD LISTEN TO MUSIC
WHILE CRASHING YOUR CAR? AN APP STORE
REJECTION STORY.

TED CRUZ, WE HAVE YOUR WEBSITE!
PAY UP, BITCH.
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WHOSE CLAIM
REIGNS SUPREME?
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AN ANONYMOUS LAWYER TALKS BARBARA
KRUGER, SUPREME, AND THE TANGLED WEB OF
GLOBAL-SCALE COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT.
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AN OPEN LETTER TO WALMART
AND AMAZON: PAY EACH OTHER’S
WORKFORCES TO STRIKE!

SPOTTED!
COMING SOON
46

WITH SO MANY BUSINESSES CLOSED,
WHO’S MOVING INTO THE NEIGHBORHOOD?

YOU GET WHAT YOU GET AND YOU
DON’T GET UPSET.

HR
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FRIGHTEN COMPANIES INTO
PUTTING UP “HOW TO UNIONIZE” POSTERS
IN THE WORKPLACE.
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MSCHF
WHOLESALE
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MSCHF SOLD A MONOPOLY: MEET THE
LEGENDARY SOCK QUEEN!
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ALL THAT’S SOLID
MELTS INTO STREAMS
58

MIKE SHINODA, FRONTMAN OF LINKIN PARK,
IS BIG INTO TWITCH STREAMING.

FINANCIAL
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LET THE STARS GUIDE YOUR INVESTMENTS.
POWERED BY BULL&MOON.
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DR. BRONNER’S
VS. THE DEA
67

DAVID “DR.” BRONNER BEAT THE
GOVERNMENT ONCE ON HEMP, NOW HE’S BACK
TO DO IT AGAIN FOR PSYCHEDELICS!

AI WEIWEI
74

CHRIS BURDEN
CHALLENGE
76

#CHRISBURDENCHALLENGE, THE
LATEST TIKTOK CRAZE IS SHOOTING YOUR
FRIEND IN THE ARM!
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VOICE-ACTIVATED
EVERYTHING
80

IN TODAY’S CONNECTED WORLD, YELLING AT
INANIMATE OBJECTS IS ENCOURAGED.

FONT
INTERCEPTOR
83
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MONEY FOR NOTHING AND FONTS FOR FREE!
THE ETHICS OF PIRACY WHEN THE TOOLS ARE
AT YOUR DISPOSAL.

PROJECT
GUCCIBERG
89
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WE MADE AN AI REPLICA OF GUCCI MANE’S
VOICE AND USED IT TO MAKE AUDIOBOOKS OF
CLASSIC LITERATURE.

AI WEIWEI,

DROPPING AN IPHONE 12 PRO MAX,
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Federal Labor Law Poster

MANDATORY

YOUR
BUSINESS
MUST
DISPLAY
THIS POSTER
IN YOUR
WORKPLACE
When you register a business address on
Google or otherwise become searchable
as a place of work, you are likely to receive
a fat, official-looking envelope in the mail
containing dense legalese, describing the
various posters and notices you are required
to display in the workplace. These letters
look very scary, but are in fact fake: there
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is an entire scam industry built around
sending threatening notifications regarding
mandatory posters and notices. Really,
they’re just the people who print the posters,
and this is a shock marketing tactic to get
businesses to purchase. The thing is, it
appears to work. And if a scam works for a
bad thing, it can work for a good thing.

Federal Labor Law Poster

MANDATORY

SO

WE

CREATED

HRUNIONTROLL.MSCHFMAG.COM

A one-click service to send your place of work a scary letter and poster with a handy howto-unionize guide that is “mandatory” to display. In essence, we’re betting on businesses
being sufficiently frightened by a legal-sounding threat that they will post information
they’d never otherwise display.

HOW
IT WORKS

1

Enter the mailing address of the exploitative corporate employer’s HR office.

2

We generate a scary legal package from
the “Department of Labor Regulation.”

3

This is automatically sent to your
employer, along with the attached
“How To Unionize” poster.

4

Legal action is scary and expensive,
especially when the government is
involved. Your workplace gets scared
of fines and puts up the poster to
comply with our fake governmental
organization.

Corporations profit at the expense of their employees. Wealth, generated by the labor of
the workers, flows upwards. Unions and strong collective organizing are the only tools
available to employees to resist this uneven balance of power. HR Union Troll is a poetically
ironic trick to coerce corporate management, the beneficiaries of this flow, into posting
information about unions for the benefit of their workers.
Poster information adapted from “The Five Basic Steps to Organizing a Union,” by U.E. (www.ueunion.org/org_steps.html)
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DROP #08
RECAP

SECRET

MSCHF DOESN’T SELL
MERCH, MSCHF SELLS
A MONOPOLY

MSCHF made 1,000
pairs of MSCHF socks.
These were for sale
only as a single bulk
purchase, $4.99 a
pair, with a minimum
order quantity of
1,000 pairs.

The drop-hype product paradigm revolves
around sold-out merchandise. The most
exciting market for limited edition merch is
consumer-to-consumer, not involving the
retailer. MSCHF Wholesale took this to the
limit: we made a full production run of socks,
allowing only one person to purchase them
from us. Whoever made the first bulk-order
purchase would gain complete monopolistic
control over the drop’s product.
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Please note for the purposes of this article
the Sock Queen asked that we not use her
name and refer to her by title.

SECRET

DROP #08

Let's meet MSCHF
sock monopoly
owner, known as
the Sock Queen

MM: How did you get introduced to
MSCHF? How did you even become
aware of us?

DROP #08

MM: Now, to give readers some
context: you discovered the socks
early, before they even officially
dropped. How did you do that?
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SQ: So, it was my 12-year-old son. The
first product he saw probably wasn’t the
best product for him to know—the chicken
bong! And he came to me, I guess like two
days before the [Sock] drop. And he’s like,
“They’re going to release something. Mom,
you know, I got to pay attention. I really want
to buy it this time.” And I was like, “Nelson,
you can’t sit here and do that to everything
that you see, you know. Like the internet
will hype things up, but sometimes it’s not
worth it.” And he’s like, “No, I don’t care what
I get for Christmas, but please. I just want
the next thing.” I was like, okay, that’s fine.

SQ: Okay. So with the socks, I was like, all
right, how can I figure out what the next drop
is? I gotta figure this out. So I’m Googling.
And I finally come across the Reddit page
[ed: r/MSCHFApp]. There’s somebody that
really pays attention to your group, every
single detail. And his name is David; he’s the
one that posted the link. He’s like, “This is
going to be it. This is the next drop.” And I
was like, let me click on it!
And when I clicked on it, it was actually
available and I could purchase it. And I was
like, hmm, the drop isn’t until tomorrow, this
is really weird. [ed: we’ve tightened our ship
since then].
MM: And then you… just bought it?!
SQ: I was like, you know what, I’m just going
to do it. If I lose $5,000, well, there goes a
few mortgage payments, but I went ahead
and paid, and yeah. I thought, “Five thousand
dollars. You know what? My son never asks
for anything. So I’m going to go ahead and

He's like, “Mom, but
that was like, only
one person could buy
them.” And I was like,
“And we’re that one
person!”

do it, and hopefully we can sell the other
socks to make up for that $5,000.”
This is like two or three o’clock in the
morning. And the next morning I tell him and
he’s like, “You didn’t do it.” I was like, yes, I
did. He’s like, “Mom, but that was like, only
one person could buy them.” And I was like,
“And we’re that one person!”
MM: What’s it like to now be the
Legendary Sock Queen?
SQ: It’s actually very active. I get messaged
constantly. I get a lot of messages where
people are so excited, because I became
kind of like this little celebrity. I’m like, okay,
that’s awesome! I had a few people ask me
to sign a pair of socks and they’d buy them.
One guy even paid me a hundred dollars
extra to sign the socks!

MM: How have the sock sales been
going so far?
SQ: The first month was insane! Now the
sales have been up and down, but I can’t
complain! I made my money back within 72
hours of receiving the socks. So any sales
I make are pure profit. I even had dreams
about the socks!
I understand it was a little rocky at
first with StockX*? What happened?
[ed: StockX.com is the primary
streetwear and collectible reselling
platform online].

*StockX and eBay activity
The resale price for MSCHF socks
stabilized around an average $24.
Given the initial unit price of $4.99,
this represents just under a 500%
markup, which is extremely good. Well
done, Sock Queen.

I made $16,520 in
total from the socks.
Which is amazing.
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MM: So how many pairs of socks do
you have left now?
SQ: I’d say that I have probably about 200.
There was one person that really wanted a
whole bunch because they wanted to resell
and they know later on it’s going to be worth
a lot more. So he wanted a hundred pairs.
Knowing what I know now, I would have
done it differently. As soon as I received
them, I would have posted them on StockX
and controlled the price because nobody
else was going to be able to sell them. But at
the time I was just thinking, how am I gonna
make my money back?

MM: And what have you made in
total so far?
SQ: $16,520 in total from the socks. Which
is amazing. It’s amazing.
MM: Aside from socks, what’s the
best/craziest thing you’ve ever
spent your money on?
SQ: I would say the one car that I’ve always
wanted, which is crazy. I wanted this
Mercedes ML 350. Growing up the way I
grew up, we had broken-down cars. I had a
stick shift ‘96 Honda I didn’t mind it, but…
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SQ: So, what I didn’t know about StockX is
that you have to ship within 48 hours. So I
sold some socks at first—and I sold each
pair at like $300 a pair, it was insane!—but
I had to cancel some orders, until I got the
product at hand. But a good amount of those
people were in the Discord [ed: the MSCHF
fan Discord group], so it worked out. And I
ended up doing a giveaway in the Discord. I
gave away five pairs in a raffle, so they were
excited. A lot of people can’t afford things.

Bitcoin was listing for $290, $298. And I
bought a good amount of it because I’d
just gotten my tax return. I was like, okay,
you know what, I’m going to just go throw
everything in.
So I invested in cryptocurrency and when
I sold it, I was able to pay off my car and buy
[the Mercedes] in cash. It was amazing to
just be able to say, hey, I want this car, here’s
the money.

Stop being scared.
Risk is what creates
things.

DROP #08
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MM: Wait what?! When did you sell
the crypto?
SQ: I sold the cryptocurrency last year [2020]
in January or February. It had spiked up. It
goes through its bearish moments, so when
I saw that it was spiking, I was like, this is
the time.
Maybe I shouldn’t have sold it, ‘cause
obviously this year it’s at like $30,000. I
would have been like hands full of money.
But I don’t regret it.
MM: And did you hold to any of it
or did you sell all of it and that was
enough to buy the Mercedes?
SQ: I was able to buy the Mercedes and I
held on to two Bitcoins. But I did trade one
into Ether and a couple different currencies
like Ripple. I only have one actual Bitcoin as
of right now, which is great because now I
can go ahead and sell it at 38,000 [ed: at
time of writing].
But, I’ve been holding on to it just
because I feel like physical money is going
to be useless at some point; I don’t think
that we’re going to have dollars.
MM: What is your advice for anyone
who wants to be as savvy an investor
as the Sock Queen?
SQ: A lot of the world is scared of risk and I
say stop being scared. Risk is what creates
things. I will say that it’s not always a win.
Like, [laughing] oh my gosh. We have a

whole closet full of Beanie Babies—it was
my mom’s addiction. Back then we used to
go to like pawn shops and everything, and
she split them up between us four girls that
she had. You paid a whole bunch of money
back then [for Beanie Babies]. They’re worth
nothing now.
You’re not always going to be at the top
of everything. You feel the fear, you’re taking
that risk. It’s not always going to be a win.
MM: It sounds like you’re saying
that if you’re going to take risks, it’s
important to keep on taking risks?
SQ: I don’t think that anybody should quit
anything just because you’re not giving it
time. You know, you messed up, you keep
going. Just keep moving. You’re fine.
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GET THOSE FONTS:

FONTINTERCEPTOR.MSCHFMAG.COM
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FAMOUS WORKS
OF
LITERATURE

TOOL

READ BY
(DEEPFAKED)

GUCCI MANE HAS AN ICONIC VOICE.
PROJECT GUTENBERG IS AN ARCHIVE OF WORKS OF
WESTERN LITERATURE THAT HAVE
ENTERED THE PUBLIC DOMAIN. A
GREAT VOICE PLUS A GREAT BOOK
CREATES A KILLER AUDIOBOOK!
EVERYONE LOVES AUDIOBOOK VERSIONS OF CLASSIC
LITERATURE. STUDENTS WANT TO
DO CLASS READING PASSIVELY;
LONG SUBWAY-RIDE COMMUTERS
NEED LONG AUDIO TRACKS; SOME
FOLKS JUST PREFER LISTENING
TO SPOKEN WORDS RATHER THAN
READING FROM A PAGE. THANKS TO
PROJECT GUTENBERG’S ARCHIVE
OF PUBLIC DOMAIN TEXTS,
ANYONE CAN, IF SO INCLINED,
JUST GRAB A MICROPHONE AND START RECORDING THEIR
OWN NARRATIONS OF VARIOUS WESTERN CLASSICS.

TOOL

At the point of copyright expiration, creative
works enter the public domain. These
creative works can be used for any purpose,
be it commercial or noncommercial, in part
or in whole, destructive or nondestructive.
But what really brings an audiobook to
life is a good voice. The best audiobooks
typically come from professional narrators,
or from actors whose recognizable voice
adds another dimension to the experience.
Still, celebrities willing to sit down and do
20 hours of recording for War & Peace are
hard to come by. Until now! Deepfakes
allow for reproduction of those typically
unreproducible assets inherent to
a celebrity: their likeness and their
voice. With time and effort, we can
create an imitation voice to match anyone
we so choose. In this case, we’ve chosen
Gucci Mane. We didn’t write the books, and
we deepfaked the voice. Is this copyright
infringement? Is it identity theft? All of the
training data (recordings) used to make
Project Gucciberg were publicly available on
the web. We’re not selling our audiobooks,
so we are not profiting from Gucci Mane’s
voice—nor is there anything to our knowledge
that would indicate he has any intention of
branching out into the audiobook space,
so our voice is not competitive with his.
Gucciberg lives in that lovely gray area where
everything’s new and anything goes.
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A VOCAL SYNTHESIS
MODEL OF GUCCI MANE

TOOL

Fortunately there are enough long-form
Gucci Mane interviews for TV or podcasts
over the years on YouTube from which we can
grab several hours of sample speech. This
provides a corpus to train a generative AI
model to produce audio that mimics Gucci’s
speaking voice. Getting the vocal model to
actually rap would be significantly more
difficult, of course.
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PROJECTGUCCIBERG.MSCHFMAG.COM
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FEATURE

Banksy
Graffiti Artist

WATCH THE FULL VIDEO
INTERVIEW NOW AT:
BANKSY.MSCHFMAG.COM
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